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A WORD FROM THE INTERNATIONAL EDITOR

As we say goodbye to 2021 and wish
for better outcomes in 2022,......what
can we expect...... !

Dear Readers,

Read Tim Foote’s message.

Isn't it just amazing how fast another year has gone
by! Despite the many constraints and difficulties, we
faced during 2021, we seemed to have overcome all
that was thrown at us and coped better than expected. A great credit to our resilience!

The COP26 article, of which part 1 is published in
this edition, highlights initiatives and actions that we
should all be looking out for and to seriously engage
with. Part 2 will be published in the next LogiSYM
issue in February 2022, with fresh conclusions.

Whilst there have been many positives, let us not
be too quick to cheer and be merry. There are still
several indicators that tell us that risk, uncertainty
and more challenges lie ahead.

But the most important asset around all we do, is
still People and this features highly in this edition.
The ITAP-LogiSYM conference held in Nov at the
Singapore EXPO, was a great event to re-engage
many industry professionals back into face-to-face
surroundings.

Not surprisingly, the theme for this edition is, “2021
Realities leading us to Predictions for 2022 & beyond. The trends predicted 5 years ago are still true
and unfolding in full force in front of us. What is
clear is that most Futurists are generally aligned on
the forces that are shaping our future.
The economic pressures, partially distracted by
COVID staying in the lime-light, all signal higher
inflation, rising operating costs, impact on cost of
living and job security. The overheated demand for
technology will continue to accelerate, keeping the
pressure up on freight capacity, freight prices and
concerning levels of vulnerabilities. Easing is expected to come with more stability in supply chains
flows, a reset in sourcing, normalised people mobility and a more stable socio-political landscape.
The IDC article highlights some very interesting
and realistic views and an outlook for the next 2 to
3 years. Be prepared for anything – is the message
from Dr Chris Holmes.
Also fueling the technology demand is green logistics, clean energy and optimising clean assets
around the supply chain infrastructures. There are
some serious initiatives out there that are already
making a difference to improving performance.

The article by Marie-Claire -The Great Re-Imagination, is quite inspiring, reminding us that people are
still the key asset that makes things happen, enabled
by technology. Sanjay Desai’s article on EGO – the
enemy of leadership, reminds us that whilst leadership is still a crucial ingredient, it has to change in
line with the new expectations and shaping trends.
I look forward to receiving your feedback at
info@lscms.com
I take this opportunity to wish you all happy seasons
greetings, and a very prosperous and productive
2022 from all of us at LogiSYM.
Meanwhile take care and stay safe!
Joe Lombardo
Editor-in-Chief LogiSYM Magazine
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A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT

New Year and New
Opportunities
If you follow us on social media you would have seen that we have had a busy few weeks.
After months of tireless planning, we successfully held the largest supply chain symposium
and exhibition in Singapore in 2021!
ITAP | LogiSYM | CargoNOW - was run as both a physical and hybrid event. With 3,600 attendees on site and thousands more online over three content filled days, the event was a
resounding success.
I was part of the organizing committee but was not in the driver's seat this year so
watching, learning and participating - instead of leading, provided me with a very different
perspective to past LogiSYM events. The team made up of our partners, volunteers and
staff worked tirelessly to make this event a success and I would also like to thank all the
participants and sponsors who helped make this a reality. Running a physical event is
always taxing and with COVID-19 and the need to stay safe and operate within regulatory
guidelines, this challenge was increased ten-fold.
2022 is on the anvil and we hope to soon emerge into the better normal. From a Supply
Chain perspective we expect the first half of the year to be as challenging as the last year
has been, with things only starting to ease up in the latter half of the year. Regardless
of when we see that emergence and recovery, the next 12 months is going to be a very
challenging and dare I say interesting one.
We have seen more organizations recognising the need to foster closer partnerships
and collaboration.
More than ever, many are now realising that to be successful, we will need to work together
and collaborate not just with our friends but also with our competitors. Not many can do
the latter well so the journey will be an interesting one.
Be safe, and let's keep those supply chains moving!

Raymon Krishnan, FALA, FCILT, CLP
President
The Logistics & Supply Chain
Management Society
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Prepare for Anything: Supply Chain and
Ecosystem Predictions for 2022 and beyond….
Opinion Editorial by Dr Christopher Holmes – Managing Director, IDC Insights Asia Pacific

Making predictions has become
significantly more challenging
after the last 18 months. As we
look forward to 2022 and beyond,
the overall guidance must be “prepare for anything.” While this may
sound unachievable, there are
capabilities that we can enable
in order to be anticipatory and
responsive.
Recent cumulative events have
increased the emphasis on the
supply chain, emphasizing its
importance and bringing it to
the fore. As was quoted, “no one
mentions the supply chain when
it works, but when it fails….” As
we finish 2021, the supply chain
is front and center with challenges reported across the globe;
across multiple industries from
consumer products through to
automotive. These events have
highlighted a need for agility and
have led to significant changes
and approaches to managing
supply chains across the Asia
Pacific region.

By the end of 2022, half of
all manufacturing supply
chains will see the benefits
of supply chain resiliency,
resulting in a 10% reduction in disruption impact.
Every year at IDC, we put together
a list of predictions designed to
guide organizations in creating
and/or updating their roadmaps,

looking at the impact of technology and processes on businesses,
and seeking to quantify that
impact. The key drivers we see that
will impact supply chains globally
are focused on digital ecosystems,
coupled with greater technology
adoption, including an increase in
the amount and velocity of data to
support changes in globalization
and continued disruption.
IDC expects spending on Digital
Transformation (DX) on the top 5
use cases – smart warehousing,
freight management, optimized
operations, supplier network
management, and predictive network inventory orchestration – to
hit USD $33Bn in 2022.
A focus over the last 18 months
has been on resiliency - being able
to withstand shocks and changes.
While resilience remains a core
planning tenet, we will now start
to see additional benefits of this
focus and investment.
By the end of 2022, half of all manufacturing supply chains will see
the benefits of supply chain resiliency, resulting in a 10% reduction
in disruption impact.
The COVID-19 pandemic has been
global, with no country or organization immune from its impact.
This highlighted the strengths and
weaknesses across supply chains
and led to many investments in

process and technology. Those
that got it right will see those
investments pay off, seeing a
reduction in disruption impact,
as approaches to visibility, agility,
flexibility, and resiliency enable
the supply chain to “see, decide
and act.”
By 2024, 40% of APeJ-based
supply chain forecasts will be
automated through the use of
artificial intelligence, improving
accuracy by 5 percentage points.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) will
become increasingly important
to organizations as they seek
to become resilient – Figure 1
(ranked number 4). With everincreasing data sets being fed
into supply chain systems, the
days of the “big spreadsheet”
type of control will come to an
end. Data is becoming more
immediately available across
the entire ecosystem from
forecast data through to actual
demand data, coupled with
production and supplier data. As
a result, companies will seek to
accelerate shifts in demand and
supply, bringing all this together
to improve forecast accuracy
with implications for resource
optimization, capacity planning,
cost savings, and increased
customer satisfaction.
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Figure 1. Top Technology investments to Enable Your Participation in
Industry Ecosystems
Source: 2021 FUTURE ENTERPRISE
RESILIENCY & SPENDING- Wave 9,
September 2021. APJ n=370

By 2025, to improve long-term
supply chain profitability, 60% of
manufacturers in global supply
chains will invest in software tools
to support sustainability and circular economy business models.
Sustainability is now a key driver
for change across all supply chains,
coming from customer demand,
organizational conscience, and
employee attractability. However,
managing and tracking sustainability is a significant challenge. As
we look to the future, we expect
an increase in companies investing in tools to assist in managing
sustainability and an increase in
new business models, such as
servitization and circular economy
approaches.
By the end of 2023, chronic worker
shortages will prompt 60% of
APeJ-based supply chain organizations to prioritize automation
investments resulting in productivity improvements of 20%.
The great resignation is impacting
all countries and all businesses.

As a result, it is getting ever
more challenging to attract and
retain workers across all levels
in the supply chain organization. Mitigating this will require
increased investments in automation, both physical and software.
On the physical side, there has
been an enormous growth of
automated warehouses across the
region, driven by worker shortages
and the need for improvement in
quality when picking. As for software, the use of robotic process
automation (RPA) is also increasing. Organizations are taking
advantage of software robots to
automatically move data from one
system to another without the need
for an application process interface
(API), making it easier for systems
to interconnect (Figure 1 – Ranked
number 6). The latest research by
IDC expects 50% of all retailers
to have implemented some form
of robot over the next two years,
whether it be in-store, customerfacing, or as part of the warehouse
and logistics operations.
Thoughts for 2022
These predictions give you some
guidance on where we think
investments, effort, adoption,
and results will be achieved. It is
recommended that any technology
roadmaps be created or reviewed
to consider changing business

drivers and changing technology.
The roadmap should discuss what
the business wants, coupled with
what the technology can enable.
As for implementation, proof
of concepts are fine but must
be designed to scale – all the
organizations we have spoken
to say that the time expected to
realize value is shrinking as the
operating environment remains
unstable.
The use of technology can enable
you to “see, decide and act,” but to
get to that level, you will need to
implement the technology and the
process. There is already a huge
shortage of people who know
what the technology can do, and
understand the impact it will have
on processes. Finding those skillsets and keeping them is going
to be key to success moving forward and should be top of mind
as you plan for 2022 and beyond.
Finally, continue to “prepare for
anything….”

Dr. Christopher Holmes
Managing Director
IDC Insights Asia Pacific

Chris Holmes is Managing Director for IDC Insights Asia Pacific
responsible for leading the Retail,
Energy, Manufacturing, Health,
Government, and Telecom- munications groups. He is responsible
for setting the direction of the
research and managing the delivery teams. His research focuses
on industry transfor- mation, the
application of new technologies
to enhance business processes,
and cross-industry learning.
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ORDER LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT
– WHAT DOES IT TRULY MEAN…?
Opinion Editorial by: Marco Boos – Supply Chain Solutions Consultant

In today’s context, speaking about
end-2-end visibility in the order
lifecycle management process
leaves a bad taste in my mouth!
Why? - because we refer to a process which has been developed
years back and has barely been
adjusted over decades! In the
current realities of Supply Chain
shortages, limited visibility of my
whereabouts, increasing cost for
simple shipments, end-2-end visibility along the order lifecycle,
could truly make a difference for
companies who depend on global
Supply Chains. Let us take a quick
look into the definition of Order
LifeCycle Management (OLM):

The Classic Version
The lifecycle of an order in Order
Management can be described
as a series of states and actions.
Some of these might be optional
or might occur in a different
sequence, based on the particular
system configuration. In addition,
some actions might be configured
to occur automatically or to be performed manually. SalesForce’

Today’s New Version
‘An intelligent Order Lifecycle
Management is an event-driven
order orchestration, coordinating and capturing all the events
triggered by various Application
Program Interfaces (APIs) to different system connectors to make
optimal fulfillment decisions.’
In today’s version, OLM requires
that information flows seamlessly

amongst all parties involved in
fulfilling a customer order satisfactory. It requires that certain
functions have access to key information way before they have an
action to perform! But ‘what is key
information’ and ‘why do certain
functions require having access to
such’? The key information necessary to drive optimal decisions, are
continuously communicated and
tracked for the entire order life
cycle across all fulfillment partners
and legal entities end-2-end.
ALL STAGES of an Order – starting
with a CUSTOMER SALES ORDER
along the PLAN – MAKE/BUY –
SOURCE – DELIVER and in some
cases RETURN process are visualized with meaningful data in a
centralized system!
In simple – someone has to execute and deliver the order to the
customer. Hence planning, scheduling, minimizing risk and slippage,
evaluating options and best possible ways to fulfil a delivery to
‘Customer Required Date’ is in
todays world a challenge by itself.
Managing Material and Capacity
shortages along the Supply Chain
process is a standard dilemma for
every Supply Chain professional
in global capacity. Having access
to real, timely and good data from
Sales Order to Delivery will make
life easier; BUT how to gain access
to real, timely and good data
when having to deal with multiple independent and homegrown
SW-solutions which sit on top or
next to the company’s MRPs, ERPs,
WMS’ TMS’, CRM’s, SRMs, PLMs, etc.

This challenge is a common one
across all Industries – how to
maximize my visibility which will
provide me with control to act vs.
flying partially blind and react, by
minimizing the usage of multiple
support systems?
Post Covid – SCM has become
‘The Most Critical Function’ for
every company, and where the
Logistics and Transportation community, have been neglected for
decades. Having never allowed at
the big boys table, supply chain
management, is now THE KEY
DIFFERENTIATOR of a Company’s
SUCCESS or FAILURE in servicing
its customers!
Visibility along the end-2-end
Order Lifecycle, is for Logisticians
in TODAY’s World, MANDATORY in
making sure Customer orders are
delivered as agreed. Having the
information available, ready for
use and accurate, at each step, no
matter if ordered from a Supplier,
in its own Manufacturing process,
in a Supplier or own Warehouse,
will give the party executing and
fulfilling the order a sense of control and maturity, which will be
honored and respected by any
customer!

Intelligent Order Lifecycle
Management is the game
changer to managing high
performing supply chains.
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Forget The Great Resignation.
It’s Time for

The Great Reimagination
Opinion Editorial by Marie-Claire Ross – Trainer, Coach & Author

There has been a lot of
talk lately about The Great
Resignation. A global trend
that is seeing a significant
number of employees leave
their job during the pandemic.
Many people believe it’s a
war between employees who
want to work from home and
bosses who want to shepherd
everyone back into the office.
In reality, the pandemic has
highlighted what we really
want for work. It has helped
us see what we like and don’t
like about our jobs. And at the
top of people’s wish list are
companies with healthy cultures
that
empower
employees
to work autonomously and
flexibly. Lead by executives
who provide clear expectations
and
directives
and
who
communicate regularly.
Around the world, The Great
Resignation isn’t looking as big
as what’s going on in America
where the term originates. But
it is changing the dynamics
between employer and worker.
Currently, the whole discussion is around what companies
need to do to stop people leaving. It feels like a zero-sum
game. What is missing from
the conversation is rethinking

how to improve the relationship between the company and
employees.
It involves asking: What if this
upheaval is an ideal opportunity
to reimagine the relationship
between employees and the
company?
Instead of worrying about what
needs to done to keep people,
the real focus needs to be on
creating the right environment
where people want to stay.
The truth is how we work
has changed and so has our
relationship to work. It is time
for a refresh.
As we slowly move from survive
to thrive, we now have a tremendous opportunity to bridge
what has been and what needs
to be. People want meaningful
work, better work life balance,
opportunities for learning and
enjoyable colleagues.
Rethinking our working norms
means looking at how we can
build a more flexible, engaged
and resilient workforce.
And it all starts with reimagining the future. The new interactions, behaviours, communication styles, learning routines
and working norms that are re-

quired for the business to succeed. In other words, fostering
a new culture with new ways
that will make your organisation a great place to work.
It involves your leadership
team asking themselves:
• What do we want in this new
employee-employer relationship? What’s really going to
work for us?
• If we were to wipe the slate
clean, what is the best culture
we can create that optimises
our business success and the
people within it?
• What are the behaviours
and interactions we need to
champion for our customer
success?
• How can we create a place
where everyone can use their
innate talents, do work they
enjoy with people that support
them?
• What can we do to help people
see the value and meaning in
their work?

Succeeding Together, Not
Alone
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Creating the right environment
where people want to stay
isn’t something you can do in
a couple of leadership team
meetings.
Rethinking our
working norms means new
behaviours that have to be lived
and breathed by the top team.
The decisions that you make and
the behaviours that you tolerate
sets the tone for the culture
of the whole organisation.
How the leadership team
behaves and communicates
is manifested and amplified
throughout the firm - for better
or worse.
Employees check
for signs of alignment in the
leadership team based on
whether executives know what
their peers are working on, if
they consider and include them
in decisions and promote the
same messages. If employees
don’t see that the cost is a
loss of confidence and trust
in the decisions made by the
leadership team to lead the
organisation.
Leadership team alignment
is critical to your success. Research by McKinsey discovered
a 1.9 times increased likelihood
of above-median financial performance when the top team
is working together toward a
common vision.
It also impacts employee turnover. People are leaving jobs not
just because they are burnt out,
but other top reasons include
leadership quality perceptions
and leadership alignment.
To succeed in today’s fastchanging world requires an
energetic
leadership
team
that is incredibly focused on

delivering the right customer
outcomes. Uniting together
as a harmonised collective prioritising,
communicating
and co-ordinating work in
alignment with a clear vision.
Reimagining the relationship
between your employees and
your company means your
leadership team need to be
all onboard with the changes.
And that’s not going to happen if you all have different
ideas on what the new employer and employee relationship
looks like.
How aligned is your leadership
team? Does everyone agree on
the strategy? Do leaders work
together to solve problems
or does the CEO have to step
in and fix conflict? Until you
have improved your leadership
team interactions, it will be
difficult to create the right
working environment for your
organisation.
Optimising your culture starts
with creating a high functioning
leadership team. This is how
you will make your company
healthy and attract people to
stay within your organisations.
This is the difference between
having your pick of top
candidates for jobs or having to
choose from the mediocre.
As we head into a brand new
year, now is the time to work
with your leadership team
- to realign behaviours and
reimagine
your
workplace
culture. The good news is that
both are inextricably linked working on both at the same
time is important.
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Change can be frightening.
Don’t let The Great Resignation
scare you.
We can look at
employees resigning as a
problem or we can reframe it
as an opportunity to create the
work environment the way we
want.
Perceiving this time as The
Great Reimagination provides
you and your leadership
team with a powerful lens to
reengineer a workplace that
is fairer, more compassionate,
energetic and creative. A place
where employees love their job
and are healthy and productive.
A workplace designed for the
twenty-first century not the
twentieth. And it starts with
asking yourself the questions:
What do we need to do to
optimise our culture, so that
people want to stay because
they are thriving?

Marie-Claire Ross
Trainer, Coach & Author
Marie-Claire Ross is a trainer,
coach and author of the book
TRUSTED TO THRIVE: How
Leader Create Connected and
Accountable Teams.
If you
want to learn more about how
to improve your leadership
team credibility and realise
your organisation potential,
download the free report at
https://w w w.marie-claireross.
com/building-a-cohesiveleadership-team
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Leaping the chasm- the
Supply Chain way
Opinion Editorial by Kendrick Ng – Supply Chain Professional

Supply Chains have been
thrown into front and centre
of organisations. It is now an
opportune time for Supply Chain
professionals to step up and
educate our colleagues on why
Supply Chain is essential and how
they can leverage supply chain to
maximise competitive advantage.
Supply Chain professionals have
always been targeting the “North
star,” which essentially is getting
parts from sources, deliver from
factory to customers, striving to
be Faster, Better, Cheaper.
To find the elusive “Northstar”,
I like to start from customer
perspective. What segment is
this customer, what is Mark Lee
from Challenger retail store in
Simei Singapore expecting? What
is his persona? Is he agile, fully
flexible, lean or collaborative?
If Mark often has unplanned
demand, his walk-in customers
expect on the shelf otherwise he
will go order online- since he is
‘Agile customer’ and supply chain
needed to serve Challenger will
be focusing on Service-Cost
equation. If his focus on Lean
then Supply Chain solution
requirement will be efficiency
delivering at lowest cost. Or if he
is collaborative where demand
is predictable, then supply chain
will focus on retaining customer
relationship with high lever of
service level certainty. However
if he is Fully flexible and willing to
pay premium, then it may require

white glove supply chain services
that customises delivery with
higher premium.
As part of the digitisation journey,
each company will need to assess
the baseline, I mean truly understand the Supply Chain maturity,
for example not just thinking they
have shipment profile data and
assume linear demand, but how
will shipment data drive forecast
algorithm through Point-of-Sales
live data or use external precipitation information or container
reliability schedules to predict the
next re-order point.
I look at Northstar targets like a
transformation chasm. You may
not be able to cross the chasm
with little steps. Instead you need
to approach the chasm with well
calculated assessment of the challenges ahead. For example you
need to know what the distance
to cross the chasm- do you have
a bridge or ropes long enough
(this will be the collaboration you
can bring other partners, peers or
associations to be part of) or you
may need a springboard (this will
be the technology you utilise to
enable the leaping) or where can
you put your safety nets so that
if you fall, the whole company
doesn’t go down (this will be your
contingency plans and what is the
trigger to pull out?)
Embarking on a plan to close

the gap between Northstar
and baseline is not just science
but also an art that Supply
Chain professionals can step
up towards. And this requires
courage to take on well-informed
risks and balance automation
with manpower resources. In my
opinion, for operations to attain
the Northstar, they need to look
at Industry 4.0 best practices
or World Economic Forum
lighthouse projects to benchmark
against. I know a promising
laundry company Ollo Lifestyle.
They utilise RFID chip to place on
clothes of their hotel clients and
use digitisation to match shirts to
pants of employees. Furthermore,
they automate more than 80%
of their laundry flow- where
the remaining manpower is to
provide premium service for
discerning premium customers
that require inner pressing of
their suits. Which also implies,
they can scale up their operations
from 500 pieces to 10,000 pieces
seamlessly. In times of multiple
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data collection etc. As Supply
Chain professionals, I urge you
to lead the way. Since you have
been dealing with disruptions
for your entire career (before
COVID, it was USA China trade
war or Thailand floods etc), you
have built risk and contingency in
our perspectives. You can ideate
with your senior management on
what the elusive Northstar looks
like or how you can overcome the
chasm. Essentially it will be all
three pillar of operational excellence- namely Agile customer
response, resilience supply,
flexible operations to cross the
transformation chasm to catch
the elusive Northstar.

COVID19 disruptions, operations
will need to rethink how to scale
up their operations fast or pivot
into other sectors.
Many researchers will share the
common challenges to transformation to be: high cost or
creeping costs. Or companies
allow solo Rambo like Logistics
silo to conquer transformation by
themselves, or we already have a
on-premise mega ERP that is not
scalable. My advice is do not be
bound by these challenges yet.
I like to use the 3D approach:
Design phase where you ruminate all ideas and narrow them to
Define phase knowing the ‘Why of
transformation’. Then to Deliver:
you propagate your how and what
to focus group, for them to deliver
and show results.
When I ask C-level executives
what is their biggest obstacle
to any transformation? Will it be
people, process or technology?
Unanimously it is people. Reason
is because we have freedom of
choice- be motivated to change
and utilise best technology to

make our jobs efficient or choose
to reject changes for fear that
robots may take away our jobs
tomorrow. As such, the key for
Senior management is to communicate the Why, the Northstar
and how to empower people to
lead their team’s transformation.
By creating multiple agile project
teams to drive technology initiatives. There is a leading example
of ABinBev who uses Guralhouuse
factory in Brazil to spearhead
their digital transformation.
So what would SCora put in
her digitisation backpack to
cross the chasm? You may have
spring, ropes, bridge, laptop,

Global Logistics Professional |
Supply Chain Strategist | Educator
and Speaker
Kendrick is passionate about helping
like-minded Supply Chain and Logistics talents achieve 4P Proficiency,
Purpose, Proximity and Passion.
He enjoys sharing successful experiences with peers and companies to
Leverage Logistics to maximize their
competitive advantage.
He has strong and extensive capabilities in managing and procuring
freight and distribution teams globally as well as providing insightful
supply chain solutions to sales and
end-customers. He is highly regarded as an influential leader who is
able to establish strategic relationships and rapport quickly with colleagues, key stakeholders and partners.
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Global Logistics Service
Provider Benchmarking Index
Logistics & Supply Chain Management
Society (LSCMS), Supply and Distribution
Group Launches

Singapore 12th August 2021:
Recognising the heightened
focus on overall supply chain
performance due to increased
disruption and challenges,
shippers,
manufac turers
and beneficial cargo owners
(BCO’s), are increasingly faced
with soaring freights rates
and what they, correctly or
otherwise, perceive to be substandard or inferior service.
Additionally, many companies
today are placing an increased
focus and significance in
assessing the wherewithal of a
Logistics Service Provider by their
sustainability and digitalization
initiatives and capabilities – aside
from rates and service levels.
According to Mr. Kendrick
Ng, of the LSCMS Supply and
Distribution group, “It is a
crowded and convoluted playing
field and there are seldom
unbiased or uninfluenced
qualitative and quantitative data
to manage these perceptions real or otherwise. As a shipper,
participating in this survey will
provide valuable data to index

the performance of your LSP’s”
Developed with Dr. Rajesh
Piplani, Director of the MSc
in Supply Chain and Nanyang
Technological University, the
index analyses the responses of
up to 100 major shippers who
spend at least US$1 million a year
with a particular LSP in airfreight,
ocean, warehousing or express
services. The first index of its
kind to be released globally, it
will not be vendor sponsored
but rather driven by the real
and accurate feedback provided
by major shippers. Companies
interested to contribute to the
index can complete the survey
questions at:
Please scan QR code for
more details.

About the Logistics and Supply
Chain Management Society
The Logistics & Supply Chain
Management Society is the
regional professional body for
Logistics practitioners.
Practically all areas of the
Logistics
spec trum
are
represented in the Society.
Shippers, Freight Forwarders,
Academics, Students, Carriers,
Personal Effects Movers
and other individuals and
organisations
form
our
core. Like most professional
bodies, the Logistics & Supply
Chain Management Society
emphasises a commitment
to ongoing education and
encourages
per formance
consistent with a generally
agreed body of knowledge or
standards. Members of our
Society are recognised members
of a professional body through
the work we continue to perform.
The LSCMS has the proven history, framework, value for money
and strategic reach to make it the
right choice for you.
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Like most professional bodies,
the Logistics and Supply
Chain Management Society
emphasises a commitment
to ongoing education and
encourages
per formance
consistent with a generally
agreed body of knowledge
or standards. Members of
our Society are recognised
members of a professional body
through the work we continue
to perform. The LSCMS has the
proven history, framework, value
for money and strategic reach to
make it the right choice for you.
The Society was formed by
Logistics professionals with the
following objectives :
•

To promote professional
development of Logistics and
Supply Chain Management;

•

To serve as a resource centre
for its members and parties
interested in Logistics and
Supply Chain Management;

•

To serve as a resource centre
and focal point that demonstrably reinforces Singapore
as a regional Logistics and
trans-shipment hub; and

•

To advance, study and
disseminate techniques and
applications on Logistics and
Supply Chain Management.

17

Logistics & Supply
Chain Management
Society (LSCMS), Supply
and Distribution Group
Launches
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SYNOPSlS: Augmentation of
the Logistics Workforce
Wrapping Up the Samsung Webinar Presented by LogiSYM
Held Last November 11, 2021

This webinar was presented by LogiSYM, in collaboration with Samsung Mobility. Samsung especially in the Mobile space is a brand that needs no introduction.
Earlier this year, SAMSUNG launched an updated suite of mobility solutions that add capability and performance
to supply chains and this webinar, hosted by LSCMS President, Dr. Raymon Krishnan had panelists Timothy
Tan, Head, Enterprise Business IT and Mobile at Samsung Electronics and Ian Chong, Regional Director
and Head of Enterprise, IT and Mobile from Samsung in an engaging and insightful conversation where
they discussed in depth how Digitalization and augmentation of the workforce can enhance many aspects of
a business.
Cost reduction, process simplification and productivity improvements from within a company and throughout
the entire supply chain when adopted and deployed correctly.
The challenges of managing Logistics is not a new one, but the complexities and variables inherent in today’s
supply chain models, are many. Adopting leading edge but cost effective and implementable technologies is
the order of the day.
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The challenges
of managing
Logistics is not a
new one, but the
complexities and
variables inherent
in today’s supply
chain models, are
many. Adopting
leading edge but
cost effective and
implementable
technologies is the
order of the day.
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Is Your Supply Chain Future-Ready for the New Normal?
by TVS – Supply Chain Solutions
Love it or hate it, when you see the
term "New Normal", you can safely
assume it's describing a pandemicdriven change. The McKinsey report
"How COVID-19 is changing consumer behaviour – now and forever",
bluntly illustrates how this change
occurred more quickly and seismically than anyone predicted – so
fast that it's apparent the capacity
to adapt had always been there.
So how do these changes bleed into
the facets of the supply chain?
What Is the Post-Pandemic "New
Normal" Supply Chain?
While the "New Normal" in supply
chain implies a fundamental shift
to the core of the industry, the
pandemic-driven changes to behaviours are neither "new" nor are
they so developed as to be called
"normal". A more accurate summation would be to view COVID-19 as
having accelerated the pre-existing
vulnerabilities in the global supply
chain and stirring to life the lethargic
industry-wide shifts already underway. However, "New Normal" is an
effective shorthand, and it's the
term we'll use here.
Three significant industry shifts
were i) the need to develop supply
chain resilience, ii) address changing
customer demand and expectations,
and iii) do this through digitalisation
and recognising the importance of
technology. These three aspects are
linked, and successfully grasping the
New Normal requires a holistic commitment to address each.

Supply Chain Resilience
Resilient supply chains were able
to cope and recover from sudden
shocks and disruptions during
the pandemic. This was achieved
by diversifying the supply base to
create more agile responses to such
shocks and improving end-to-end
visibility to manage risks and disruptions more effectively. By improving
coordination and management of
suppliers, which includes manufacturers, logistics providers and even
customers across vast geographies,
resilient supply chains minimised the
ripples of shocks and disruptions.
Changing Customer Demand and
Expectations
Consumer preference and therefore
expectations of their experience,
have drastically changed due to
the pandemic. Having evolved at
a speed that McKinsey describes
as "decades in days", it is expected
that most if not all the boom experienced in eCommerce are here to
stay. The wide adoption of digital
sales channels also means greater
demand for e-fulfilment and delivery options. Digital touchpoints of a
buyer's journey will continue to be
opportunities for brands to differentiate through better, more tailored,
and smoother customer experience. Expect to see improvements
to customer engagements that are
not limited to a seamless checkout
process but all facets of a buyer's
journey, including product education, research and comparison, and
easily navigable after-sales support.

Digitalisation and the
Importance of Technology
Before the pandemic, the industry had been grappling with
digital disruptors and the adoption
of technology. Almost overnight,
conversations within supply chain
businesses about having both customer interactions and internal
operations going digital went from
"in the pipeline" to "we needed it,
yesterday" as governments placed
movement restrictions. Logistics
service providers quickly utilised
the technological platforms at their
disposal to uphold business continuity, and those who had entered 2020
with more mature digitalisation of
their internal processes found themselves, literally, back online quicker.
As the months continued and the
supply chain and shipping industries weathered numerous storms,
the maturation of process digitalisation and remote management
continued at speed. In this way,
businesses were forced and swiftly
invested in making a fundamental
change in mindset regarding the
strategic importance of adopting
and integrating digitalisation and
technology. This change in attitude
is expected to stay and accelerate,
as efficiencies in service delivery and
experience have proven to be a valuable differentiator.
How do you prepare your supply
chain to be future-ready for this
New Normal?
As we mentioned before, a holistic
approach is needed to address the
three significant aspects we expect
to underpin the New Normal in
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the waterline. Successful PDM, and
the efforts to digitise inventory with
detailed data, images, videos, and
accurate attributes are the unseen,
yet much great elements beneath
the surface.

supply chain. Here, we discuss broad
brushstroke trends that we see as
solid foundations upon which tailored and considered solutions can
be built.
Re-engineer your supply chain to
boost resilience
We shared before that resilient
supply chains rely on diversification
and lateral coordination. Understand
and identify your supply chain vulnerabilities as a start so that you're
better placed to consider which parts
need prioritisation. Map your entire
supply chain, including distribution
centres and transportation hubs,
and identify the known risks within
your supply chain – for example,
suppliers, routes, trade regulations,
and other similar considerations.
By diversifying your supply base,
improving processes and internal
controls, and other similar strategies, you can markedly mitigate
risks – especially given continued
uncertainty. More importantly, this
is the time to review past decisions
made on supply chain trade-offs
and consider whether the balance of
benefits has shifted. These include
Inventory vs. Service; Local vs Global
Sourcing; Multiple Depots vs. Single
Distribution Centre.
Invest in eCommerce to
improve the customer’s digital
experience
Your supply chain operating model

should focus on superior customer
experience as a core tenet. eCommerce offers different or new
customer touchpoints, and these
touchpoints require the same level
of attention as you would for their
analogue counterparts. By introducing value-adding features on
the electronic shop window – such
as those that support education,
research, decision-making, etc. –
supply chains have enhanced the
customer experience in meaningful ways.
However, while the front-end of
eCommerce or the electronic shop
window is the interface that the customer uses, what is important and
critical to the delivery of a superior
experience is effective product data
management (PDM). Imagine that
the features that enable eCommerce
as an iceberg – the customer interface is just the small visible tip above

Choosing the right technology
and a logistics partner who can
provide advanced technology as
part of their solution
The future of supply chains is Digital
and Autonomous. While, yes, the
definitive timeframe of such a
"future" is as elusive as a concrete
definition of "New Normal", the
trend would appear to show that
those who can, do better in the
longer run. Automation at scale
increases efficiency and ranks as a
top critical factor for digitising business processes.
How do you begin?
It is important to identify a global
IT system architecture and solutions of choice that covers all the
major business processes. Create a
comprehensive view of the current
system/s landscape and a roadmap for the planned systems, both
owned and outsourced. With this
approach, you can select and prioritise what and how to implement the
IT solutions that you need to enable
the business process.
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Reduce the risk and resources
needed by taking a modular
approach that allows you to pilot and
test solutions on a specific business
process. This approach hinges on
robust data integrations across all
relevant supply chain systems and
a comprehensive data warehouse
which provides a single source of
truth for accurate and timely databased decision making.
Let’s look at an example of a modular
approach for digitalising an important business process: purchase
order (PO) management from the
point of issue to suppliers, to the
delivery to the warehouse, and
through to its input into inventory
for sales and/or production. A global
provider like TVS SCS can implement
an order management solution by
integrating PO data from other systems such as an enterprise resource
planning (ERP) platform, to provide
real-time visibility of the PO down
to order item level. The solution is
delivered through a global network
that operates on standardised processes and enabled by an advanced
order management system.
The advantages of working with
a supply chain solutions provider
when digitalising your business
is your ability to leverage on their
experience and best practices from
the provider while enjoying the
economy of scale for setting up and
maintaining the system solutions
moving forward.
The Challenges Along the Way
Let's acknowledge the big elephant
in the room: investment. Although it
is an enabler for many parts of the
business, advanced supply chain
technology doesn't come cheap; it
still competes with other avenues
that drive scalable growth. These

avenues are precisely some of the
strategies we have mentioned: smart
manufacturing, supply chain diversification, and more. Businesses
must focus on ROI when making
decisions on which direction to take.
Therefore, we recommend that techcentric investments should be fit for
purpose and fit for budget. Rather
than a single big system upfront,
consider investing in modular technology to keep things manageable
and scalable – digitalise and integrate one part of your supply chain
at a time.
The other uncomfortable debate: is
Supply Chain Integration a Reality or
an Illusion? Like Rome, the work to
integrate data systems into an endto-end platform does not happen
overnight. It also relies on openness and collaboration between
suppliers and customers, different
function within the organisation
and top-down leadership. Internal
digitalisation requires a change in
functional silos to work together,
with lateral transparency to best
map out operational processes, vulnerabilities, gaps, and more.
These challenges are not quickly
addressed and are a key reason the
industry hasn't quite reached or
embraced the zenith of what a New
Normal may be.
When seeing the macro megatrends,
it is undeniable that supply chains
must prepare for whatever digital
“New Normal” may be. Yet if the
pandemic has taught us anything,
it's that the unexpected can come at
any time, and the world won't wait
for the weary or wary to adapt at
their own pace. The most exciting
prospect: if the world can adapt to
"decades in days", imagine what we
can do in an actual decade?

About TVS SCS
Leveraging over 100 years of experience, TVS Supply Chain Solutions (SCS) is a global organisation
providing end-to-end supply chain
management services. Our network
draws on our deep Asian heritage
to serve our worldwide portfolio of
customers, from Fortune 500 companies to SMEs.
Powered by advanced technology
and an in-depth understanding of
your industry and supply chain requirements, our customer-centric
capabilities have you covered from
global sources to final points of consumption. We are your solution from
international logistics to regional
network and in-country distribution,
to retail and aftersales, transforming your business digitally.

Mark Lau – Chief
Commercial Officer
Mark is the Chief Commercial Officer
of TVS Supply Chain Solutions (SCS),
Global Forwarding Solutions (GFS)
at the Global HQ in Singapore. He
is responsible for developing and
implementing
the
commercial
strategy of TVS SCS GFS to drive value
for customers through collaboration
and innovation – accelerating
change with technology.
Mark has more than 20 years of
experience in the logistics and
supply chain management industry,
spanning his career across Europe,
North America and Asia. Prior to
joining TVS SCS, Mark spent 15
years with a leading global logistics
company, holding several positions
including Vice President, Global
Sector Head Retail and Country
Head of Marketing and Sales for
Singapore. Chain Management from
Cranfield School of Management in
UK.
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EGO - the enemy of outstanding leadership
by by Sanjay Desai: Talent Advisory | SCM Consulting | Speaker | Writer | Mentor

I remember reading a fine article
some years, Mr Ken Blanchard. He
mentioned “Don’t Let Your Ego
Stop You from Becoming a Servant
Leader, wise words indeed.
EGO is the adrenaline that drives
us forward, to improve and to
succeed. However, it needs to be
balanced and it should not crave
for self-centred attention or forced
outcomes. EGO becomes a problem when it takes over and starts
to direct our every move. Giving
the impression of self-importance
and self-embellishment, for everyone around us, can be detrimental.
A leader’s, EGO is often reflected
in their actions, which can have
serious impacts to the image of
the organisation and people that
they work with. It is also give the
perception practicing a low liability
agenda with hidden objectives to
achieve.
LEADERSHIP has evolved in last
3 decades !!
Leadership 25-30 years back, was
quite different from how leaders
got their results until a decade
into the 20th century. The top

down command and control management style, is replaced with
motivational and inspirational
leadership style which empowers
staff and provides opportunities
of learning / training, and continue to grow in their career
At the same time in last 5 years,
the high proliferation of social
and professional media, has an
ego and displaying it, appears to
be a growing trend. Furthermore,
surprising as it sounds, it often
gets rewarded too !! In a world
of ambition with high rewards
for success, egos do flourish for
a while, but are not sustainable.
Effective leaders who want to
build sustainable success, ego will
be their biggest inner enemy.
How to spot an ego-driven
leader ?
Egoism is easy to spot. But its
effects are hard to understand
and solutions are challenging.
Look out for some of these telltale signs, which sometimes can
be subtle.

• Ignoring other’s opinions and
ideas
• Likes to be seen as the “world
class” or BOB (Best of Breed)
• Can’t see or not able to accept
personal weaknesses
• On the lookout for mistakes
made by others, points them out
• Complaining about others’
behaviours to protect oneself
• Not able to take fair criticism and
get angry when criticised
• Want to be right all the time or at
least project like one
• Can’t or won’t see others’ perspectives other than their own
• Ridicule, make fun or even bad
mouth others on their back
Negative impact of ego-driven
leadership on people and
organisation
There are significant negative
impacts of a sustained ego-driven
leadership on employee performance, their morale, employee
turn-over, organisation top-line/
bottom-line. There's a fine line
between self-confidence and
narcissism.
What are some of the high level
impacts:
There are many traits that we
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us to find our conscious self. From
birth we are conditioned to behave
and act using our egos. There are
many ways, that we manifest ego,
such as:

associate with EGO and their
impacts. Research has exposed
many interesting and useful signs
to watch out out. In a People
Management survey, is summarised the most common.
How does ego manifest itself?
An element of ego lives in all of us
and plays a critical role in helping

• Materialistic values - associating
your own or others’ self-worth
with materials assets - It is a selffulfilling philosophy.
• Creating an imagined Hierarchy
- treating others differently on a
fabricated hierarchy’s of society
is also a type of an ego that we
possess. We are trapped in this
hierarchical system so severe that
our vision is blurred to see what is
happening around.

• Trapped in past glories - our egos
are afraid of the unknown. Our
past experiences, we are familiar with, make us comfortable
giving a sense of security. Makes
us resistant to change, stops our
ability to unlearn, learn new skills,
and remain current with “basic”
technology.
• Attention seeking or need to
self-embellish - attention-seeking behaviour is a conscious or
unconscious, is a way to gain
recognition or admiration from
friends, employees or relatives.
• Feeling an inferiority Complex
– suggestions, feedback or comments made related to personal
work, can be seen as being
challenged, creates anxiety
and resistance, with negative
reactions.
• It just grows on you over the
years – with age, experience,
growth in job titles and other
achievements, the ego also grows
in its own direction. It happens to
professionals from all walks of life.
How to overcome ego ?
Firstly it is necessary to recognise
that ego is at play, affecting individuals and whole work groups.
Failure to see these signs, from
peers, colleagues or managers, will create more stress. One
should ask how realistic or objective is oneself and reflect on the
behavioural impact upon self and
others.
Summarising some actions that
can help to overcome ego…
• Seek mentorship with someone
whose competence and independence you respect.
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• Embrace humility genuinely and
be less “emphatic”
• Develop a mentality to look out
for positives in negatives (continue
to work on negatives)
• Practice ‘Reverse Mentoring’ –
like learning common technology
from youngsters
• Learn and unlearn – continue the
process lifelong

you need cooperation & skills of
other individuals. By practicing
humility, being open to honest
feedback, & ensuring you are
constantly learning from others,
you can help eliminate your blind
spots, and increase your value as
a leader. This will help you as a
leader to have high transparency
trust and confidence of your entire
organisation.

• Share a vision and build trust
with your team, peers, customers

I want to dedicate this article
to my mentor Mr Shailesh
Haribhakti who has had great
influence on my career in many
ways. His passion for creating
inspirational leaders and
installing leadership values is
extra-ordinary.

• Identify and recognise your “true
inner self”

Let me finish this article with a
quote from a great leader..

• Start to recognise good behaviours, efforts and ideas in others

• Live in the present and act for
future, forget previous scars if any.

Chair of the Board, Board of Director,
Independent Board of Director on

The best leaders are humble
servants and visionaries who’ve
managed to shrink their egos
to make room for other people,
ideas & ways of doing business.
While there's nothing wrong with
competitive drive and excellent
skills, you cannot reach your full
potential by relying solely on
these traits. To achieve your goals,

The best leaders
are humble
servants and
visionaries
who’ve managed
to shrink
their egos

Sanjay Desai
Talent Advisory | SCM Consulting |
Speaker | Writer | Mentor

Take such feedback seriously and
address it asap as required.

Concluding
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multiple companies.

He is an exceptional leader who has
kept egos and politics outside office
doors consistently for more than 4
decades. His inquisitiveness and
passion to learn new skills is to be
seen to be believed. He embodies
the classical saying “Treat others
the way you want others to treat
yourself ”. He is my role model.
Thank you so much Shailesh Ji for
being there !!!

Sanjay holds a Bachelor of Commerce
and a Postgraduate in Materials
Management from premier Indian
business school. He is a Certified
Logistics Professional from The
Logistics Society, Singapore. He is
a certified CPIM practitioner from
APICS, USA. He has completed
formal Executive Leadership courses
at INSEAD, Singapore. Sanjay runs
Talent Development & Executive
Placements
in
supply
chain
ecosystem across Asia Region based
in Singapore. He sits as an Advisory
Board Member for multiple startup & small & medium businesses in
Asia. He is an honorary Life Member
for Institute of Directors (IOD) India.
He serves as an Overseas Advisory
Member on the board of SME
Chambers, India. Prior, he has led
diverse and world class supply chain
verticals for MNC’s like VeriFone
Inc, Huntsman Inc, ThermoFisher
Scientific, JohnsonDiversey, DELL
Global, Apple Inc, ExxonMobil,
MOTUL Lubricants, Rhone-Poulence
Rorer and UniLever Brothers.
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A Synopsis of the ITAP-LogiSYM event
by Sanjay Desai Talent Advisory | SCM Consulting | Speaker | Writer | Mentor

The ITAP-LogiSYM Symposium,
was physically held on-site
on 23-24 November 2021 in a
much bigger environment of an
Industrial 4.0 Exhibition run by
Hannover Messe at Singapore
EXPO.
As we approached the end of
2021 and a second year navigating a global pandemic, a sense of
hope and anticipation was evident
across all participants in each of
the sessions. It felt like an inflection point where professionals
were ready to meet face-to-face
(within controlled guidelines) to
share and discuss common challenges, but also charting the way
forward.
The LogiSYM Symposium brought
together over 230 attendees and
over 40 sneakers, delivering several presentations and panel
sessions, in a well arranged programme over two days.

This event offered an excellent
view into industry trends,
technology developments,
strategic approaches, customer
dynamics, changing demand
patterns, technology impacts to
manufacturing and an optimistic
envision towards innovation and
digital trust on the back of Covid19 pandemic havoc globally.
Chair-woman Stephanie Krishnan
opened the event, with an address
on the main theme of the event
- Stepping-up the Manufacturing
Capabilities with Industry 4.0,
Our Guest of Honour - Ms Cheryl
Chan / MP East Coast GRC and
Group strategy and Sustainability
Officer ST Engineering delivered
her Key Note address.
Ms Chan talked about how
important it is to form
collaborations within and outside
your organisation to deliver
and products with efficiency

and solutions. We need to be
prepared and disrupt ourselves
and our business models even
before external events disrupt
us. more than any other event,
this crisis has exposed the
fragility and inability to respond
to unexpected changes.
The key note was followed
by industry thought leaders
addressing key elements like risk
and rewards in designing supply
chain ecosystem v/s the traditional
linear supply chains that we
have been working with. How to
integrate and orchestrate end to
end supply chains capability for
manufacturing outputs. Whether
real integration is possible in an
end to end supply chain or is it
still an elusive dream given that
in the last two decades global
organisations have moved their
supply chains more from a cost
savings perspective rather than
customer centric perspective.
The
af ternoon
sessions,
addressed important elements
like what is the growth of Cold
Chain / Temperature controlled
requirements (for vaccines/
BioPharma products) and
whether our current supply chain
is capable or needs to change /
transform its footprint. What
do organisations need to do to
ensure successful transformation
avoiding pitfalls, using “fail-safe”
approach, train and re-train
your work-force to make them
comfortable with digital technologies in the forward journey of
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transformation.
We closed the first day with a visit
to the Smart Logistics Pavilion
and iTAP exhibition booths.

Second day was all virtual.
In the morning session was all
about A.I / ML in factory manufacturing environment and using
technology in Warehousing /
Fulfillment and Last mile logistics. The sessions aptly addressed
many key areas like how AI/
ML / Robotics/ Voice enabled
devices have augmented many
decision making and materials movements in advanced
manufacturing factories as well
as fulfillment centers. The new
technology has made it “hands
free” and “legs free” besides, it is
also almost error free as a large
amount of information is captured via ASN,s and Pre-alerts.

We closed the symposium
with takeaways from 3
thoughts leaders in the last
session.
• This is the right time to be brave
and address real issues in our
Value Chains and be ready to
disrupt ourselves before others
disrupt the ecosystem.
• Amidst the huge attention to
Technology Transformation, an
all important message was the
Integration of the people, process and marrying sustainability
are equal / key aspects which will
drive the future of supply chains
globally.
• We may even have to go back
to white board and chalk out a
much broader roadmap which

addresses, key elements like
{Collaboration across industry,
Communication with your people
across entire organisation as well
as the persistent need to re-skill
and upskill your people all the
time}
• It also brought the element
of Increased focus on supply
risk management using control towers’ processes and how
organisations need to use the
data for better decision making.
We need to change the mindset
and be more analytical to search
for “hidden” trends which can
be critical to business decision
making.

• We need senior leadership to
own and drive the communication
(about transformation) from top to
bottom, setting the direction and
tone about learning, embracing
digital technologies not from a
cost perspective but getting our
employees comfortable with the
change. We need to market the
objectives, the outcomes way
better internally that what we are
doing today.

Sanjay Desai
Talent Advisory | SCM Consulting |
Speaker | Writer | Mentor
Sanjay holds a Bachelor of Commerce
and a Postgraduate in Materials
Management from premier Indian
business school. He is a Certified
Logistics Professional from The
Logistics Society, Singapore. He is
a certified CPIM practitioner from
APICS, USA. He has completed
formal Executive Leadership courses
at INSEAD, Singapore.
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Automation in 45 Minutes!
Fully Automated Rack Clad Warehousing
solutions from SSI SCHAEFER
by SSI Schaefer

As we emerge from the doldrums
of the COVID disruption, we all
find ourselves seeking new and
innovative solution to bolster our
business productivity and profitability, through various channels.
To generate higher margins and
create higher efficiencies in our
supply chains, we need to address
several processes in our operations portfolio.
Logistics and warehousing
infrastructures are a critical part
of any supply chain operational
model. We see a renewed focus
on inventory positioning, given
the attention on supply chain risk
management and the exponential
growth in e-commerce activities,

as well as higher demand for cold
chain logistics.
The last 30 years has seen an
impressive evolution in warehousing configurations and their
uses. Starting off with simple low
level, “just storage solutions”, we
have evolved to “high bay fully
automated racking systems”,
enhanced with technology that
has created big shifts in the logistics efficiencies and productivity.
Many innovations have been
achieved and much progress
has been made in storage and
warehousing technology. But
the new era demands more and
better. This new demand is driven
by the new paradigms created

out of several of the recent
disruptive events, which has
made manufacturers, distributors
and consumers re-think their
supply chain strategies and value
propositions.

Customer Challenges
At SSI SCHAEFER, we go beyond
basic economic parameters.
Our many years of industrial
and logistics storage experience, points us to focus on our
Customers’ needs and how we
can help them succeed. Our
Customers are searching for
even better solutions for the
future that would make their
supply chain operations more
resilient, technology enabled and
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solution for their purpose.

Advancing Innovative
Solutions

scalable/adaptable to meet their
Customers’ demands.
The challenges of our Customers,
become our challenges. As a critical solutions provider, we have to
help our customers conceptualise the optimum model for their
business. Then design, build and
deliver the best. The process
may sound simple and in most
part it is. But it is the expertise,
knowledge and proven solutions delivered that make the
difference. The E-Conomy SEA
2020 Report, has highlighted
a significant shift in the buying
behaviour across Southeast Asia.
This is a key factor in consideration of the changing landscape
and use of quality warehouse
spaces. 			
Some may say a ‘warehouse is
a warehouse’ – no big deal ! But

for our Customers it is a very big
deal ! And why is this so? Because
aligning the Customers’ needs to
the solution providers expertise is
vital. This may seem obvious, but
it is not always evident! It is about
Customer and Supplier priorities
and focus.
Whilst a solution provider is
thinking about selling their
solutions, the Customer is
thinking about Risks, Time to
deploy, Costs, Changing market
conditions, evolving geo-political
scenarios for location(s) and
deciding on the right solution
to their problem. These are
very real Customer issues and
considerations.
And it is based on these important Customer issues that SSI
SCHAEFER develops the right

Leveraging on the multi-component options available to
SSI SCHAEFER as a solutions
provider, with direct access to
design capabilities, hardware,
technology, various component
materials and a sound knowledge
of automated warehousing, gives
our Customers a wide variety of
options. The SSI SCHAEFER broad
capabilities to develop and optimise dedicated solutions, are a
critical asset for Customers.
Rack Clad warehouses are not
new and the construction concept
has been in the market for many
years. However, using a rack clad
concept, coupled with integrated
advanced technologies, ASRS
systems, smart building systems
and optimised flows, which use
advanced adaptive design methodologies, to meet Customer’s
new realities, makes the SSI
SCHAEFER Solution a very innovative, efficient and cost effective
solution for now and future.
What is a Rack Clad warehouse ?
“It is mounting a purpose design
racking on a concrete base in the
open air. The rack is then used
as the supporting structure
for the roof and façade. Other
buildings could be annexed to the
clad building to house all other
supporting infrastructure. It is a
very effective way to construct
a warehousing and logistics
facility, with scalability and
speed.”
Whilst the functionality of each
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benefits for the operating distribution costs. 		

Future Proofing
Warehousing Solutions

Customer’s solution is the main
scope and priority, rack clad
warehouses are proving to be
extremely versatile in deployment. The concept maximises
land space to improve land cost,
since rack clad warehouses
are built without using the traditional columns and racking
supports that is critical for roofs,
it makes the solution compact,
have a smaller footprint with a
highly optimised building height.
Customers can expect an even
shorter time to market to serve
their customers since the building
construction time is short, and
while the façade is aesthetically
pleasant, these warehouses can
fit into any environment, including urban areas without being an
eye sore.
Rack clad warehousing solutions

have been proved to save of
operating costs where heating
or cooling is much more efficient.
This feature also makes this
concept highly effective for cold
chain warehousing and logistics
applications where controlling
temperature & humidity levels
is so crucial. Typically integrated
with technologies such as an
automated storage and retrieval
system and a powerful WMS,
a automated warehouse ecosystem would cut-down man and
product interface and with the
use of accurate inventory data,
products damage & wastage can
be drastically reduced or removed
in the long run.
This flexible modality aids accessibility for easier proximity
distribution in urban and suburban areas yet brings notable

The journey of a rack clad fully
automated warehouse, begins
with simple ideas for moving
goods in and out of storage
and adding value to the end
consumer. But it is more than
that. The journey gets more
interesting and develops into
a success story, when we truly
deploy collaborative approach.
Starting with SSI SCHAEFER and
Our Customers, that develops
into that deeper collaboration
between Technology, Automation
and Humans.
Understanding these dynamics
is fundamental to defining
the concept, designing and
deployment of the best solution
for the Customer’s business
model. Customers may not be
experts on Rack Clad Automated
warehouses, but they are experts
of the business model, their
products and their Customers.
They want to have Safe Operating
Environments, Scalability for
Future Expansion and Cost
Effective investments, with
operational solutions that can be
deployed in any part of the world
without constraints.
Embarking on a Rack Clad
Automated Warehouse, is not
just buying a service or a piece
of hardware, but is really about a
full engagement of many stakeholders to achieve a successful
outcome. As such Project management and support is vital to
guide Customers to attain the
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Scan QR Code to Get More Info

best from the SSI SCHAEFER
solution, a strong collaboration
is required upfront – starting at
the concept stage. This is where
SSI SCHAEFER will support its
Customer to design and develop
the most optimised solution for
their purpose. Working in close
collaboration with Customers, we
get to understand what are their
specific logistics needs. By adding
our experience, our partners with
construction knowledge and our
technology solutions, we can
in a very short time, meet our
Customers needs.

Making that important
Decision
We often hear our customers ask if
a rack clad automated warehouse
is suitable for everyone ? This is
a “big” question and one that
deserves a considered response.
Most supply chains today need
to be robust, timely in execution,
flexible in adaptation, efficient in
operations and deliver accurate
results.
Everyone is searching to deploy
such characteristics into their

logistics and warehousing models
to create resiliency in their supply
chains. It is for this reason that
the SSI SCHAEFER answer is a
very clear - Yes!
A rack clad automated warehouse
is a fundamental enabler to help
embed critical supply chain
characteristics into the execution
of a warehousing and logistics
model. It is an extension of the
tactical arsenal that businesses
need to effectively deliver its
offering.
The SSI SCHAEFER 8 step
methodology, has proven to be a
very useful reference for all our
projects. Let SSI SCHAEFER help
you in this critical journey not
only to discover the advantages
of these solution but to enable
you to deploy fast, effective and
high returns on your investment.

For Inquiries, Contact:
Allison Kho
Regional Marketing Manager
Phone No.: +65 6863 0168
Email:
allison.kho@ssi-schaefer.com

By adding our
experience, our
partners with
construction
knowledge and
our technology
solutions, we
can in a very
short time, meet
our Customers
needs.
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COP26: 5Zs that changed the world
Part 1–Defining the moment
by Wolfgang Lehmacher, Anchor Group & Mikael Lind, Research Institutes of Sweden (RISE)

“Even with all new Glasgow
pledges for 2030, we will emit
roughly twice as much in 2030 as
required for 1.5 degrees Celsius,”
states the Climate Action Tracker.
This year the annual United Nations (UN) Climate Change Conference (COP26) was held at the
SEC Centre in Glasgow, United
Kingdom, from 31 October to 13
November 2021. Such meetings
are generally hyped as platforms
that can bring sweeping global
action which makes it very hard
for the participants to live up
to the expectations. Critical is,
though, that commitments are
honored and actions followed
through.
COP26 has received more attention than previous summits.
Maybe because many have realized that the time has come to
put an end to the self-destructive
economic behavior of the last
two centuries. In respect to logistics and transport something
remarkable happened at COP26.
The industry which previously
showed largely low levels of commitment to engage in the COP
agenda, showed the world that it
exists and can take a seat at the
COP table to actively contribute
to fight climate change - but the
sector also expressed its need for
support.
Help is indeed needed from various sides, such as from automotive manufacturers in form of
climate-friendly vehicles, from
energy companies that need to

provide alternative fuels and refueling infrastructure at scale,
from training institutes that
can support with new curricula
and clean skills, and from public private partnerships that are
required to create platforms of
innovation to accelerate technological developments in the field
of CO2 emission reductions. Very
positively, these topics have not
only been discussed at COP26
but multiple initiatives were
launched with some of them having the potential to significantly
contribute to decarbonizing the
global supply chain network.
This article focuses on the most
relevant initiatives, the five zero
(5Zs) emission initiatives contributing to decarbonizing logistics
and transport to place these initiatives into the industry context
and reflect on them in light of
the ongoing industry discussions
and developments (see figure 1).
We also indicate what each action
may mean for the sector.
The first Z - Zero emission road
transport: Global MOU for ZEMHDVs
In 2018, according to data from
the International Energy Agency
(IEA) road transport accounted
for three-quarters of transport
emissions. Most of this, 45.1 percent resulted from passenger vehicles (cars and busses) and the
remaining 29.4 came from trucks
carrying cargo.

At COP26, CALSTART’s Global
Commercial Vehicle Drive to Zero
program and campaign (Drive to
ZeroTM) and the Dutch government have facilitated a memorandum of understanding (MOU)
plus endorsement which is a
collective action that is dubbed
the Global Agreement on ZeroEmission Trucks and Buses. 15
countries, Austria, Canada, Chile,
Denmark, Finland, Luxembourg,
The Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Scotland, Switzerland,
Turkey, the United Kingdom, Uruguay and Wales declared that
they will collaborate towards
realizing 100 percent zero emission new trucks and bus sales
by 2040. Under the first ever
global agreement on zero emission busses and truck, the Global
Memorandum of Understanding
for Zero-Emission Medium- and
Heavy-Duty Vehicles (ZE-MHDVs),
the signatories have also set an
interim goal of 30% zero emission new vehicle sales by 2030.
Subnational governments like
Québec in Canada and Telengana
in India as well as manufacturers
and fleets like DHL, Heineken and
Scania are endorsing the MOU
and declared that they will align
with the decarbonization effort.
Furthermore, 32 countries, 39
cities, states and regions, six vehicle manufacturers (Ford, GM,
JLR, Mercedes, BYD, Volvo), 28
fleet operator and 13 investors
declared their determination to
achieve 100 percent zero emission new car and van sales latest by 2040 globally and 2035 in
leading markets.
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Realizing the zero emission ambition requires cross-industry
coordination. In particular, the
transition towards zero emission
vehicles, including heavy goods
vehicles (HGV) requires close
collaboration between governments and local authorities as
well as private companies along
with significant investments to
drive the urgently needed technological developments in the
areas of alternative fuels and refueling infrastructure.
The transport industry has already been addressing the challenge for some time with leading truck manufacturers shifting
their focus on a range of different
types of environmentally friendly
vehicles. Also, tools have been
developed to enable horizontal
partnerships to reduce empty
truck miles. Or to increase the
visibility on alternative rail or ferry connections to reduce carbon
emissions. At the same time the
largest container shipping liner,
Maersk Line, has ordered eight
large ships powered by carbon
neutral methanol carrying approximately 16 000 containers
each, and made a call for “pit
stops” for appropriate infrastructure to source green methanol.
Transport nodes, such as ports,
are following this trend by developing capabilities becoming energy hubs providing but also becoming powered by sustainable
fuel. The initiatives launched at
COP26 will significantly reshape
the transport and logistics ecosystem, its fleets, its infrastructure and its practices.
The second Z - Zero emission
shipping routes: the Clydebank
Declaration
With about 90 percent of world
trade volumes transported by
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sea, global ocean shipping accounts for nearly 3 percent of
global CO2 emissions and the industry is under increasing pressure to reduce its carbon footprint.
On 10 November 2021 at COP26,
19 countries – including Australia,
Germany, Japan, the Netherlands,
Norway, the United Kingdom and
the United States of America
(USA) – joined the first framework to establish zero emission
maritime routes. Signatories to
the so-called Clydebank Declaration have agreed to collaborate
to support the creation of green
shipping corridors between two
or more port pairs. This will allow trade partners to incentivize
or oblige carriers to service these
routes only with zero emission
ships and catalyze shore-side investments in clean energy and
zero emission electro-fuel infrastructure.
The optimal impact of such efforts will not be reached without
collaboration to coordinate and
synchronize operations across
the shipping corridors; and collaboration at such scale will
not be possible without digital
means. At the core of the discipline of maritime informatics,
is the balancing act between
capital productivity, which is an
organizations’ concern driving
the development agenda, and
energy efficiency, which is an urgent societal concern. Both type
of concerns may be empowered
by digital data sharing (see figure 2). This means that changes
for enhanced energy efficiency
need to be motivated by actors
of the transport and logistics ecosystem through incentives that
make it attractive or compulsory
to contribute to a better good,
either driven by business logic or
legislation.

While establishing the selected
zero emission corridors all major
shipping routes should thus be
empowered by digital data sharing across nations and platforms.
In recent years the industry has
taken important steps to raise the
awareness of how digitalization
empowers collaboration bringing actors closer to each other
in the self-organized ecosystem
of transport and logistics. Technologies empowering collaborative decision making (CDM) and
situational awareness among
involved parties brings the necessary means for the transport
industry to achieve enhanced coordination and synchronization.
This requires that data on plans,
progress and disruptions are
shared among the participants,
within ports, between ports, and
between transport operators and
ports. The Clydebank Declaration
has the potential to create testbeds that will not only drive the
development of alternative fuels
and the respective refueling infrastructure but will also further
the digitalization of the maritime
supply chain network as a wholewhich includes the hinterland
connections as well.
The third Z - Zero emission technology: First Movers Coalition
Significant emission reductions
require large scale innovation
and major capital investments
across the globe. “Roughly half of
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the emission reductions needed
to reach the 2050 climate goals
rely on technologies in early development, demonstration or
prototype phases,” states a World
Economic Forum release. The decarbonization of the economy,
supply chains and the logistics
and transport industry, requires
unprecedented
cross-sectoral
and cross-border collaboration.
An inclusive approach where the
richer and faster should motivate
and assist those in need.
But at the end it is demand that
drives research and development
(R&D). Creating demand for new
clean solutions requires pioneers
and critical mass. The First Movers Coalition led by the World Economic Forum and John Kerry, U.S.
special presidential envoy for climate that was launched at COP26
aims to decarbonize “hard-toabate” sectors such as shipping
by providing demand signals to
create new markets for critical
technologies and zero emission
fuels. Amazon, A.P. Møller–Maersk, Deutsche Post DHL Group,
and Yara International joined the
coalition as founding members.
The coalition’s platform allows
companies to make purchase
commitments for zero emission
fuels and technologies, sending
drivers for R&D and adoption of
those solutions throughout the
global supply chain network with
all its modes.

In the quest of reducing costs
but also the impact on the environment innovation efforts
have recently accelerated in the
transport and logistics industry.
One example is the joint venture
between Hamburger Hafen and
Logistik AG (HHLA) with HyperloopTT, a “crowd-powered” company and innovator by design.
The goal of this collaborative innovation is to move containers at
the speed of air cargo through a
vacuum tube, an enclosed highly
reliable system, connecting ports
with their hinterland in a new
way, reducing time and carbon
emissions. In Sweden, there are
initiatives such as I.Hamn and
SARGASSO. For I.Hamn the ambition is to allow the 50 + Swedish
ports to join forces in supporting each other on their journey
towards a more sustainable and
resilient transport ecosystem.
SARGASSO is an open innovation
platform for blue growth, that
engages industry clusters across
domains to contribute technology to the maritime industry
whilst
receiving
challenging
maritime opportunities. Another
example of economic and environmental co-benefits is Cubex
Global, a digital marketplace
selling unused space in shipping
containers, developed in the
context of the World Economic
Forum’s UpLink Innovation Challenge. Considering that every
year, 100 million containers cross
the ocean almost empty, producing 280 million tons of carbon
emissions and costing $25 billion
a year in lost revenue, this digital
solution allows an ocean-friendly
model for shipping. These examples are indicators that the logistics and transport industry wants
to change and that it can make
progress when there is courage
to open up, network and bring
in external parties or the crowd
to support innovation efforts.

By joining alliances like the First
Mover Coalition transport and
logistics companies can significantly enhance their innovation
firepower.

Look out for the continuation
of this article where the
concluding sections 4th Z and
5th Z , including some valuable
conclusions will be issued in
the LogiSYM February 2022
edition.
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Keep an Eye Out for Green!
by Tim Foote, Founder of Susymbio

Optimism springs eternal among
some people — myself included!
That said, I am never surprised to
hear my otherwise upbeat logistics colleagues express Grinch-like
pessimism when it comes to emissions reduction in our industry.
A big reason for this pessimism
is because when we experience
changes incrementally, we often
are unable to recognize the larger
trends taking shape. As we say
goodbye to 2021, I’d like to leave
you with predictions of some quietly developing green trends that
we should start noticing in 2022.
These trends should give us some
hope that an emissions-free logistics world is indeed emerging!
PACKAGING
Expect to see less plastic used —
even if the packaging material
looks and behaves like plastic, it
may be made from starch or other
materials that are not derived
from fossil fuels. Less plastic
should really be the rule and our
industry needs to demand nonplastic options as these become
more widely available and price
competitive.
As consumers become more
savvy and demand more ecofriendly options, companies that
don’t meet the expectation stand
the risk of being called out. Just
recently, Unilever was delivered a

black eye being named the world’s
third largest plastics polluter by
volume (only behind Coca-Cola
and Pepsi Co.). Though a sponsor
of COP26 and known for its efforts
to move toward sustainability,
Unilever’s plastic garbage level
was reported by 11,184 eco-volunteers around the world (https://
www.breakfreefromplastic.org/
wp-content/uploads/2021/10/
BRAND-AUDIT-REPORT-2021.pdf).
That said, Unilever, in its process
of continuous improvement, does
have some revolutionary nonplastics packaging available. We
can expect to see a change in how
liquids, such as laundry detergent
and hair care products, sold by
Unilever companies are packaged
in 2022. As one of the world’s largest food and household product
manufacturers, this should influence other companies to follow
suit and hopefully provide sustainable packaging suppliers
more volume to bring unit costs
down. Besides more sustainable
materials, expect in 2022 to see
more incentives from brands or
retailers to encourage consumers to return used packaging for
recycling.
TRANSPORTATION
Taxis
Electric vehicles (EVs) are already
used as taxis in many large cities

in Asia, but expect 2022 to be a
year of much market growth. In
Singapore, in addition to BYD EVs
already on the road, 300 electric
MG5s will be added to the fleet
of Stride.
EVs are attractive to taxi companies because they have the fleet
size to support their own charging
infrastructure and reap huge savings in operational costs. Imagine
not having to pay for another liter
of patrol and only pennies for
kilowatt hours! Add in growing
government incentives and we
should see more EV taxi fleets on
the road.
Buses
Replacing gas-guzzling, toxic
fume-spewing, ear-splitting buses
with quiet and clean buses would
provide huge benefits to people
all over Asia. From Go-Ahead in
Singapore to KMB in Hong Kong,
bus electrification is expected
to pick up speed in metropolitan areas in 2022. Go-Ahead is
taking it one step further by putting solar panels on top of buses
to augment the power (and
reduce carbon emissions) further
(https://go-aheadsingapore.com/
go-ahead-singapore-launchesproof-of-concept-trials-for-ultrathin-solar-panel-fitted-buses/).
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Garbage Trucks
With long idle times and high fuel
consumption to power compactors and other onboard machinery,
garbage trucks are obvious candidates for electrification. BYD,
Mack, and other manufacturers
have pushed electric trucks into
many existing fleets and they are
already demonstrating savings in
total operational costs. More cities
in Asia should be experiencing
quieter garbage pick-ups by the
end of 2022.
Courier Fleets
Post offices have led the way in
many Asian countries in terms of
switching to EVs that do not produce GHG emissions. Commercial
operators like DHL Express are
also ramping up electrification.
During a recent webinar hosted
by the Chartered Institute of
Logistics and Transport Singapore
(https://www.cilt.org.sg/copy-ofcilt-resources-1), Hassan Raza
Leghari, VP of Ground Operations,
DHL Express, told attendees
about the company’s growing
Asian ground fleets of electric
delivery vans, scooters and bikes.
Heavy Trucks
New long-range zero-emission
heavy trucks are critical if we’re
to have any chance in meeting the
1.5 degree centigrade increase
cap needed to mitigate climate
change before hitting the point
of no return. And I am cautiously
optimistic that 2022 might be the
year when sustainability planning
takes hold among more companies that have fleets of heavy
trucks. Traditional truck makers

like Volvo, Mercedes, Kenworth,
BYD, Peterbilt, and Renault will all
be showing off their zero-emission vehicles. Additionally, new
entrants like Navistar, Tesla, Thor,
and undoubtedly several Chinese
manufacturers, will be fighting to
become a new leader in the EV
heavy truck marketplace.
INFRASTRUCTURE
Charging stations
To support the growing number
of EVs hitting the road, a parallel
infrastructure expansion is also
needed. While companies like
Engie and some existing service
station operators like BP have
begun constructing EV charging units, I think only in 2022 will
some of these begin to be visible
in Asia Pacific. Some of these electric charging stations may be at
company carparks or places you
never would have associated with
filling your car with petrol.

battery technology leap to
move solid-state batteries into
the marketplace commercially.
Millions of dollars are now being
spent on research to make batteries that are more powerful and
more dense than what’s available
today. Pair these features with
lower costs can propel many
logistics companies to fast track
their emission-cutting plans while
hastening the end of the internal
combustion engine. My fingers
are crossed for this one.
New year predictions are often
forgotten once the holiday celebrations are over, but I’ll be
keeping a copy of this article until
the end of next year. Let’s see how
many of these come true. Until
February, Green Corridor wishes
you a healthy and green new year!

Solar panels
Warehouses and logistics hubs
(like DB Schenker’s “Red Lion”
facility in Singapore) provide a
perfect space for companies or
their landlords to put up some
solar panels to save energy costs
and cut emissions. 2022 should
see more of this infrastructure
spending, hopefully to the point
where you will notice it more
frequently.
Batteries
While I am quite confident of
my predictions above, I do have
one green “wildcard” wish for
2022! I am hoping for one large

Timothy Foote

Founder of Susymbio
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logistics solutions and sustainability
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Top 7 E-Commerce Logistics
Trends in 2021
by Parcel Monitor

2020 was a year of transformation for the retail industry, with
the industry’s massive shift
towards e-commerce. The accelerated e-commerce growth has
definitely pushed the e-commerce
logistics market to reach higher
ground; with the global e-commerce logistics market growing
to €368 billion in 2020.
Following such a monumental
year, what ecommerce logistics
trends have e-commerce brands
leveraged to keep up with everevolving customer expectations?
Let’s take a look at the top 7
e-commerce logistics trends that
have dominated the year so far.
1. Big Data
Big data is revolutionizing many
industries and e-commerce is one
of them. E-commerce businesses
can leverage big e-commerce
data for predictive analytics to
anticipate customer behavior and
market trends. With the ability to
make real-time and data-driven
decisions, predictive analytics give
retail and e-commerce companies
a tremendous competitive advantage. Big data can also develop
a more personalized shopping
experience by segmenting their
customers based on their profile
(e.g. location or gender) and past
shopping behavior (e.g. purchase
history, frequency, receptiveness
to past offers or discounts).

Big data in e-commerce is also
important to help e-commerce
businesses make informed e-commerce logistics decisions and
improve operational efficiency. By
capitalizing on big data in e-commerce, e-commerce businesses
can apply machine learning to
forecast product demand, reduce
operational inefficiencies, and
optimize deliveries.
2. Cross-Border E-Commerce
By 2022, cross-border shipments
will account for 22% of the total
e-commerce shipments worldwide. In a report by International
Postal Corporation, 33% of global
shoppers reportedly made more
cross-border purchases due to
the pandemic; thus accounting
for the substantial cross-border
e-commerce growth thus far.
Consumers today choose to
purchase from cross-border
e-commerce brands because of
lower costs or product unavailability domestically. With the
growth of cross-border e-commerce, shoppers are offered more
product variety whereas retailers
have the opportunity to expand
internationally and reach new customers from around the globe.

3. Customer-Centric
Approach
As the age-old business mantra
goes, “customer is king”.
Ensuring that customers have
the best shopping experience is

key to a successful e-commerce
business. From empowering customer decisions with product
reviews to updating customers with their order deliveries,
e-commerce businesses can take
action to improve their customer
experience.
With the increased use of e-commerce to fulfill their needs,
customers are demanding delivery alternatives to reach them
faster; 68% shared that they will
only purchase if there is an option
for fast shipping. Big retailers
such as Amazon and Walmart
have offered same-day delivery
and next-day delivery to cater to
these demands.

4. Direct-to-Consumer
Fulfillment
Brands have traditionally used
retailers or wholesalers as their
intermediaries to consumers. In
fact, there were very few directto-consumer (DTC) brands prior
to the pandemic. With the shift
to online retail and closure of
brick-and-mortar stores, however, we observed the rise of DTC
brands this year. With DTC brands
witnessing astronomical sales
growth, traditional retail brands
and conglomerates are also
investing in direct-to-consumer
strategies and addressing the DTC
fulfillment challenges that come
with it.
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Many global retailers such as
Adidas, Under Armour, and Nike
had significant growth in sales
from their DTC channel over 2020.
With DTC fulfillment, retailers will
not only have full control over
their shipping but can also build
stronger relationships with their
customers.
5. Parcel Collection Points
Collection points and parcel lockers have been a trend we have
observed since the pandemic.
Not only is consumer adoption
increasing, retailers are also
responding to this demand by
offering collection points as
a delivery alternative. 73% of
the Top50 retailers in Europe
offer ‘click and collect’, allowing
shoppers to collect their online
purchases from a physical location. In the US, there are over
70,000 parcel pick-up points
offered by FedEx, Amazon, UPS
and USPS.
More Australian shoppers are
also opting for parcel lockers and
collection points since the pandemic. In Southeast Asia, parcel
lockers have also started to gain
popularity with over 5,384 collection points provided by Ninja Van
alone.

6. Rise of Social Commerce
Gone are the days where social
media is purely a marketing channel for e-commerce businesses.
Retailers can now connect with
customers on social media, not
only to give store and product
information but also as a platform to sell products directly.
For example, TikTok users can
now purchase products directly
without leaving the application.
Twitter is also testing out e-commerce features on its users.

When leveraged correctly, social
commerce can help retailers to do
demand planning for their inventory management. If a certain
product is higher in demand in a
certain region, retailers can redirect the stock of their products
accordingly.
7. Sustainability
Sustainability has long been on
the agenda for years. However,
the pandemic has highlighted the
impact of economic activity on the
world’s climate and therefore the
potential for businesses and consumers to make real change. For
instance, with no vehicles on the
road, the world had a significant
7% drop in global greenhouse
gas emissions. The increase in
e-commerce consumption also
raised concerns about packaging
waste and increased emissions
from delivery vehicles.

is ever-changing and we are
excited to see what’s in store
for 2022. What will the future of
e-commerce logistics be like in
2022? Do look out for our 2022
edition next year!
For more exclusive reports,
insights, and interviews on the
latest updates in e-commerce and
logistics, follow us on LinkedIn or
join our community as a member.

Nowadays, there are many opportunities for retailers to incorporate
sustainable ecommerce logistics
practices into their processes.
Numerous logistics companies
such as DHL, DPDgroup, and
Hermes have committed to an
emission-free future with the use
of alternative vehicles. To reduce
packaging waste, retailers can
also turn towards sustainable
product packaging like Loop.

In conclusion
So which of these trends have you
observed this year? Competition
in e-commerce logistics today is
stiff today, and e-commerce businesses should examine how they
can reach their business objectives using one or more of these
trends above to differentiate
themselves.
The e-commerce logistics market

Parcel Monitor is the leading
platform for e-commerce
logistics insights. By leveraging
on our data capabilities, Parcel
Monitor creates an open space
for the ecosystem to discover,
collaborate, and innovate.
Join the community for the latest
news, data-driven insights, and
upcoming events for all things
e-commerce and logistics!
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Asia logistics tech startup
Pickupp raised US$37 million
Series B funding, closing its third
fundraise in 13 months

Closing its third fundraising
in 13 months, the funding
is led by Jardine Matheson,
a diversified Asian-based
group with a broad portfolio of market-leading
businesses.
The US$37 million funding will be
used to deepen Pickupp’s presence in Asia, including expansion
of service and dispatch network
in Singapore.
The funding also supports and
strengthens Pickupp’s network
infrastructure in Singapore amid
the soaring growth of quick commerce and e-commerce.
Singapore, 8 December 2021 –
Pickupp, the Asia tech startup
redefining logistics, today
announced it has raised another
US$37 million in Series B funding. This third round of funding
follows its initial Series A round
in November 2020, and Series A+
round in July 2021.
Jardine Matheson led the Series B
round. They were joined by existing investors including Reefknot
Investments, Cathay Venture
Inc., PChome Online Inc., DRIVE
Catalyst (the corporate venture
arm of Far Eastern Group), and
Swire Properties.

The funding will be used to
deepen its presence in Asia and
to strengthen Pickupp’s regional
logistics network infrastructure,
ensuring that the company is
better positioned to propel continued growth in quick commerce
and e-commerce.
Building strategic partnerships
through tech integration
The Series B funding is a significant step in Pickupp’s development; the funding will enable
the company to execute a more
holistic business plan, and from
a strategic perspective, support
investors’ businesses and online
strategies. Crystal Pang, cofounder and CEO of Pickupp said:
“This financing round is a major
milestone for our rapidly growing
business in Asia and it’s great to
have such strong and continuous
support from investors across the
region in the past 13 months.
We pride ourselves on being an
innovative logistics technology
company that supports our customers and strategic partners
with tech integration and digitalfirst strategy amid exponential
e-commerce growth.”
“As a diversified Asia-based group
with unsurpassed experience in
the region, we are delighted to

be the lead investor in Pickupp’s
Series B funding. Like Pickupp,
Jardine Matheson shares a commitment to technology and innovation, and we see significant
opportunities arising from future
strategic partnerships,” said Anne
O’Riordan – Group Director of
Digital at Jardine Matheson.
“We are seeing more strategic
partnerships growing across
the e-commerce and logistics
industries. Recently, we have
been supporting PChome with
our last-mile delivery service,
which enables them to deliver
the best seamless O2O experience driven by technology and
innovation. This round of investment once again demonstrates our customers’ faith in
the capability and reliability of
our last-mile delivery services,
which have earned the trust of
notable MNCs and digital-first
businesses,” said Crystal. “With
digital infrastructure advancing
in the region, the possibilities
for mutually beneficial partnerships such as this are growing.”
Propelling growth in Singapore and Building “Logistics
Network as a Service”
Founded in 2016, Pickupp is redefining logistics with its transparent customer-centric service
and technology. Its customised
last-mile delivery services and
trademark technology have
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earned a loyal customer base
from notable MNCs and logistics
giants to retail and e-commerce.
In the last 13 months, Pickupp
has expanded rapidly while
continuously diversifying its
product portfolio and offerings
across all industries and verticals. Pickupp will introduce 10
new satellite warehouses across
heartland areas in Singapore
by mid-2022. The expansion of
these service points, which provides pick up and drop services,
micro-fulfilment and warehousing as well as cross-border services, is aligned with Pickupp’s
goal of improving the efficiency
of deliveries during peak traffic
hours and decarbonising its operations by increasing its walker
and rider delivery agent pool.
“Quick commerce is becoming
more prevalent in Singapore,
with more consumers venturing
online to purchase groceries and
daily necessities. This trend has
increased the demand for flexible and faster deliveries, raising the bar for service standards
in the last-mile delivery space,”
said Lee Chee Meng, co-chief
operating officer of Pickupp.

“Investments in our technology
and the expansion of our satellite networks will remain a vital
part of our operational strategy
as we aim to provide our customers with the most reliable
and efficient delivery services.”
To date, Pickupp has worked
with 24,000 merchants, with
more than 100,000 delivery
agents onboard across all regions. The company has seen a
user base growth of 94% since
2021, driven by the growing demand of the digital economy.

Pickupp is a data driven supply chain platform redefining
logistics with its transparent
customer-centric service and
technology. Founded in 2016,
the company has operations in
Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia
and Taiwan, providing logistics
support to 24,000+ businesses
spanning MNCs, logistics giants as well as retail and e-commerce. They also have a strong
delivery team of over 100,000
delivery agents across all cities.
Pickupp provides flexible, techdriven logistics solutions that
enable businesses of all sizes to
scale and thrive. Through highly
optimised batching and chaining technology, customers can
optimise seasonal fulfilment and
delivery needs without sacrificing speed and cost, while realtime GPS tracking provides endto-end transparency. Pickupp’s
flexible delivery windows and
their handy scheduling feature
enable customers to be nimble
and capitalise on local and cross
border business opportunities.
Pickupp launched Shop On Pickupp, a one-stop e-commerce
platform offering all-rounded
payment and tech-enabled delivery solutions for businesses in
2020.
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CMA CGM strikes $3bn deal for move
deeper into supply chain
French liner operator buys Shipwire and forward logistics
business from US-based Ingram Micro
By Eric Priante Martin
France's CMA CGM has expanded its supply chain reach with
a deal to buy the Shipwire platform and forward logistics businesses from Ingram Micro.
The Marseilles-based liner operator said the transaction to acquire the US supply chain technology company's Commerce
and Lifecycle Services division
involves an enterprise value of
$3bn.
The deal boosts CMA CGM's contract logistics and e-commerce
capabilities, adding the Ingram
Micro CLS businesses to its CEVA
Logistics subsidiary.
CMA CGM chief executive Rodolphe Saade said the deal is a
strategic move for the company
that is part of its commitment
to end-to-end supply chain solutions, with shipping and logistics
as its twin pillars.
"After completing its turnaround
this year, our subsidiary CEVA Logistics will accelerate its development and join the world's Top 4
in contract logistics," he said.
"Its position will be significantly
strengthened in the US and European markets, enhancing its
ability to seize the opportunities
offered by the boom of e-commerce."
The liner operator plans to fund

the acquisition, which is expected to close in the first half of next
year, with its existing financial
resources.
The deal's $3bn value comes
amid growth in the digital technology space that has accelerated amid a supply chain crunch.
As part of the package, CMA CGM
will pick up Shipwire, a cloudbased logistics and fulfilment
platform. The deal will allow the
e-commerce platform to reach
CMA CGM's 100,000 customers.

Forward logistics
The deal also brings in Ingram
Micro CLS's technology-driven
forward logistics businesses in
North America, Europe, Latin
America and Asia-Pacific. Other
elements of the CLS division will
remain with Ingram Micro.
Michiel Alting von Geusau will
join CMA CGM. Photo: Ingram
Micro
The combined businesses acquired by CMA CGM, which include 11,500 staff members and
59 warehouses, are expected to
deliver $1.7bn in annual revenue
this year.
Combined with CEVA Logistics,
the transaction brings together
90,000 people at 1,1000 sites in
160 countries.

Ingram Micro executive vice
president Michiel Alting von
Geusau, who is also president of
CLS, will join CMA CGM as part of
the transaction.
The deal comes after California
private equity firm Platinum Equity bought Ingram Micro from
China's HNA Group in July.
"This move allows Ingram Micro
to focus on the growth and expansion of its core technology
distribution and cloud services
capabilities," said Platinum Equity partner Jacob Kotzubei and
managing director Matthew
Louie.

"We will continue to invest in
growing those businesses organically and through prospective acquisitions."

Eric Priante Martin
Eric Priante Martin is US
bureau chief in TradeWinds’
office in Connecticut. He writes
on ESG and technology, among
other subjects, and is author of
Green Seas, our newsletter on
the intersection between sustainability and the business of
the ocean.
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